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Poetry University of
Iowa Press
It is August 18,
1634. Father
Urbain Grandier,
convicted of
sorcery that led to
the demonic
possession of the
Ursuline nuns of

provincial Loudun in
France, confesses
his sins on the
porch of the church
of Saint-Pierre, then
perishes in flames
lit by his own
exorcists. A
dramatic tale that
has inspired many
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artistic retellings,
of psychological
Chicago Press.
including a novel by history, de Certeau "Brilliant and
Aldous Huxley and brings to vivid life a innovative. . . . The
an incendiary film
people torn
Possession at
by Ken Russell, the between the decline Loudun is [de
story of the
of centralized
Certeau's] most
possession at
religious authority accessible book
Loudun here
and the rise of
and one of his most
receives a
science and reason, wonderful."—Stephe
compelling analysis wracked by violent n Greenblatt (from
from the renowned anxiety over what or the Foreword)
Jesuit historian
whom to believe. At Advantages of Being
Michel de Certeau. the time of his death Evergreen
Interweaving
in 1986, Michel de Bloomsbury
substantial excerpts Certeau was a
Publishing USA
from primary
director of studies at "Rhetoric, broadly
historical
the école des
conceived as the art
documents with
hautes études en
of making things
fascinating
sciences sociales, matter, is both a
commentary, de
Paris. He was
practice and theory
Certeau shows how author of eighteen about that practice.
the plague of
books in French,
In recent decades,
sorceries and
three of which have scholars of rhetoric
possessions in
appeared in English have turned to
France that
translation as The approaches that braid
climaxed in the
Practice of
together poetics,
events at Loudun
Everyday Life,The performance, and
both revealed the
Writing of History, philosophy into a
deepest fears of a and The Mystic
"practical art." By
society in traumatic Fable, Volume 1,
practical art, they
flux and accelerated the last of which is mean methods tested
its transformation. published by The
in practice, by trial
In this tour de force University of
and error, with a goal
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of offering something importance of poetics, ornamented speech. In
useful and teachable. performance, and
an essay on the almost
This volume presents philosophy in
magical properties of
just such an account rhetorical practice.
writing, Debra
of rhetoric. The
The volume begins
Hawhee considers the
account here does not with poetics, stressing curious practice of
turn away from
the world-making
people writing letters
theory, but rather
properties of that
to animals in order to
presumes and
word, in contexts
banish or punish
incorporates
ranging from mouse- them, thereby casting
theoretical
infested medieval
the epistolary arts in a
approaches, offering a fields to the threat of new light. Part 2
collection of principles toxin-ridden streams moves to
assembled in the heat in the mid-twentieth performance. Vessela
and trials of public
century. Susan C.
Valiavitcharska
practice. The
Jarratt, for instance, examines the
approaches ventured probes the art of
intertwining of poetic
in this volume are
ekphrasis, or vivid
rhythm and
inspired by the
description, and its
performance in
capacious conception capacity for rendering Byzantine rhetorical
of rhetoric put forth alternative futures.
education, and how
by historian of
Michele Kennerly
such practices
rhetoric Jeffrey
explores a littleunderlie the very
Walker, who is
studied linguistic
foundations of
perhaps best known predecessor to prose- oratory. Dale Martin
for stressing rhetoric's logos psilos, or naked Smith draws on the
educational mission speech-exposing the ancient stylistic theory
and its contributions early rumblings of a of Dionysius of
to civic life. The
separation between
Halicarnassus along
Practice of Rhetoric is poetic and rhetorical with the activist work
organized into three texts even as it
of contemporary poets
sections designed to historicizes the idea of Amiri Baraka and
spotlight, in turn, the clothed or
Harmony Holiday to
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show how
argument about why, The Book of Frank
performance and
exactly, John Locke Simon and
persuasion unify
detested rhetoric, and
Schuster
rhetoric and poetics. the longstanding
A COMPANION
Most treatments of
opposition between
philosophy and
science and rhetoric TO AMERICAN
rhetoric begin within as modes of proof that POETRY A
a philosophical
has lasting
Companion to
framework, and
implications for the
American Poetry
remain there, focusing way argument works
brings together
on old tools like stasis today. Ranging across
original essays by
and disputation.
centuries and
both established
Essays in part 3 break contexts, the essays
scholars and
out of that mold by
collected here
focusing on the utility demonstrate the
emerging critical
and teachability of
continued need to
voices to explore
rhetorical principles in attend carefully to the
the latest topics
education. Jeanne
co-operation of
and debates in
Fahnestock and Marie descriptive language
Secor update stasis, a and normative reality, American poetry
classical framework
conceptual vocabulary and its study.
that encourages
and material practice, Highlighting the
aspiring rhetors to ask public speech and
diverse nature of
after the nature of
moral self-shaping.
poetic practice and
things, their facts and The volume promises
scholarship, this
their qualities, as a
to rekindle longcomprehensive
way of locating an
standing
argument's position. conversations about volume addresses
Mark Garrett
the public, worlda broad range of
Longaker probes the making practice of
individual poets,
medieval practice of rhetoric, thereby
movements,
disputation in order to enlivening anew its
genres, and
marshal a new
civic mission"-Downloaded from
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concepts from the and popular music, to American
seventeenth
Queer and Trans Poetry
century to the
poetics, poetry and Counterpath
present day.
politics in the 21st A mythological
Organized
century, and
exploration of
thematically, the African American, identity,
Companion’s
Asian American, gender, body,
thirty-seven
Latinx, and
and sexuality.
Glass, Irony, and
chapters address a Indigenous
God University of
variety of
poetries. Both a
emerging trends in nuanced survey of Iowa Press
American poetry, American poetry Cookie Mueller
(1949-1989) was a
providing
and a catalyst for
firecracker, a cult
historical context future scholarship,
figure, a wild child, a
and new
A Companion to writer, a go-go
perspectives on
American Poetry is dancer, a mother
topics such as
essential reading and a queer icon. A
poetics and
for advanced
child of suburban
identity, poetry
undergraduate and 1950s Maryland, she
and the arts, early graduate students, made her name first
as an actress in the
and late
academic
films of John
experimentalisms, researchers and
Waters, and then as
poetry and the
scholars, and
an art critic and
transcendent,
general readers
columnist, a writer
transnational
with interest in
of hilarious stories
poetics, poetry of current trends in
and a maven of New
engagement,
American poetry.
York's downtown
poetry in cinema A Companion
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art world. Edgewise, archival material and
by Berlin-based
photography by
actress and writer
Philip-Lorca
Chloe Griffin, tells diCorcia, David
the story of Cookie's Armstrong, Robert
life through an oral Mapplethorpe, Peter
history composed of Hujar and others.
Beautiful Bottom,
more than 80
interviews with the Beautiful Shame New
York Review of Books
people who knew
her, including John "and the hawthorne
Waters, Mink Stole, tree bloomsdrenched
in light and our anger
Gary Indiana, Sharon
willturn raw rain into
Niesp, Max Mueller,
forestsand we will
Linda Yablonsky,
unlearn to be
Richard Hell, Amos lonely"An urban
Poe and Raymond forager attempts to
Foye. The
become a mushroom
contributors take us in hopes of
from the late-1960s discovering meaning
artist communes of beyond the human
Baltimore to 1970s concepts of affection,
Provincetown and gender, and
New York, through autonomy. Poems,
photography,
1980s Berlin and
memoir, and science
Positano. Along with
are used as
the text, Edgewise
microscopes, locating
includes artwork,
a sense of being that
unpublished
transcends our
photographs and
understanding of
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societies, sexualities,
and nature.

The Neon
Hollywood Cowboy
Wave Books
In Breathing
Aesthetics JeanThomas Tremblay
argues that difficult
breathing indexes
the uneven
distribution of risk in
a contemporary era
marked by the
increasing
contamination,
weaponization, and
monetization of air.
Tremblay shows
how biopolitical and
necropolitical forces
tied to the
continuation of
extractive capitalism,
imperialism, and
structural racism are
embodied and
experienced through
respiration. They
identify responses to
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capital, racism, empire,
the crisis in breathing culturally, and
borders, prisons,
in aesthetic practices environmentally
ranging from the film situated tactics and ecological devastation;
work of Cuban
strategies for living the writers here
imagine an altogether
American artist Ana under precarity.
different, overturned
Better Farrar, Straus
Mendieta to the
world in poems that
disability diaries of and Giroux
pursue the particular
Bob Flanagan, to the An anthology of
and multiple trans
poems by trans writers
Black queer
relationships to desire,
speculative fiction of that explores the
embodiment, housing,
relationship between
Renee Gladman. In
sex, ecology, history,
explicitly political
readings of these and
pop culture and the
desires and the formal
other minoritarian inventions possible to working day. The
editors offer this
works of
enact or imagine those
anthology as an
experimental film,
desires.Who is writing
experiment: how far
endurance
formally exciting,
can literature written
performance,
explicitly political
and/or collected from
poetry right now?
ecopoetics, and
an identitarian
Editors, Andrea Abicinema-vérité,
standpoint go as a
Tremblay contends Karam and Kay
fellow traveler with
that articulations of Gabriel bring together social movements and
survival now depend contributions by an
revolutionary
intergenerational
on the management
demands?
constellation of radical
and dispersal of
Glitter
trans writers to both
respiratory hazards. answer this question Independent
In so doing, they
and enable writing in Curators
reveal how an
these modes. Writing International Dap
aesthetic attention to in dialogue with
DIVThe
breathing generates emancipatory political
relationship
movements, against
historically,
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between black queer novelists, illustrators, writing studies.
and those engaged in Supplication Wave
subjects and
multi-media writing Books
debasement as
portrayed within or writing-related arts CAConrad did 36
activism.
rituals a day for 36
popular culture
Contributors bring days in Marfa,
texts and films./div
Deviant Propulsion
University of
Chicago Press
The A to Z of
Creative Writing
Methods is an
alphabetical
collection of essays
to prompt
consideration of
method within
creative writing
research and
practice. Almost
sixty contributors
from a range of
writing traditions
and across multiple
forms and genre are
represented in this
volume: from poets,
essayists, novelists
and performance
writers, to graphic
Downloaded from

to this collection
Texas, taking notes
their distinct and
between each ritual,
diverse literary and the notes harvested
cultural contexts,
later for the poems
defining, expanding contained here in
and enacting the
Circle M. Some of
methods they
these rituals include
describe, and
watching 36
providing new
installments (about 5
possibilities for
minutes per
creative writing
installment) of the
practice. Accessible film GIANT, filmed
and provocative, A in Marfa in 1955,
to Z of Creative
starring James Dean,
Writing Methods
Elizabeth Taylor,
lays bare new
and Rock Hudson.
developments and Conrad also dressed
directions in the
a sweet potato in a
field, making it an
purple skirt and
invaluable resource carried her around
for the teachers,
town to have
research students and conversations with
scholar-practitioners strangers about
in the field of creative identity and potato
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argues that the avantAmanda Paradise garde-now more than
ReadHowYouWan a century old-persists
in its ability to nurture
t.com
interesting,
A necessary
provocative,
selection of work, meaningful, and
out-of-print or
moving poems, despite
its profound cultural
never published,
The Practice of
failings and its selfRhetoric John Wiley by a seminal mid- devouring theoretical
century poet.
& Sons
compulsions. It can do
Places in the
"This mechanistic
so because a
world…has required Making Wave
humanistic strain of its
me to FIND MY
Books
radical poetics compels
BODY to FIND MY
adherents to argue over
WRITING
PLANET in order to
UTOPIA 2020 is a the meaning of their
find my
shared political and
poetry."—CAConrad manifesto/ritual/an aesthetic beliefs. In
Mothers Wave Books thology that aims
ways that can be
Featuring an
to both explore
productively thought
introduction by a
and perform the art of as religious in
National Book Awardstructure, this process
of the utopian in
winning writer and a
fosters a perpetual state
foreword by the award- contemporary
of crisis and renewal,
poetics
winning Best
always returning
to Z of Creative
American Poetry
innovative poetry to its
Writing Methods
series editor, a latest
founding modernist
University of Alabama
annual anthology
commitments as a way
Press
complements topto debate what the
Avant-Garde Pieties
selected American
avant-garde is-what it
poems of the year with tells a new story about should and does look
poet notes about their innovative poetry; it
like, and what it should

avatars. He sang to
chickens, infused his
food with crystals
and Yoko Ono’s
music, 36 rituals in
all, the notes later
coming together to
make 36 poems.
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and does value.
making mothers the ancient world and
Consequently, Avant- objects of both
the contemporary
Garde Pieties makes
licensed
stigmatization of
way for a radical
single mothers,
poetics defined not by idealization and
Jacqueline Rose
formal gestures, but by cruelty, we blind
ourselves to the
delivers a
its debate with itself
about itself. It is a
world’s iniquities groundbreaking
debate that honors the and shut down the report into
tradition's intellectual
portals of the heart. something so
founding as well as its
prevalent we hardly
cultural present, which Mothers are the
ultimate scapegoat notice. Mothers is
includes aesthetic
an incisive, rousing
multiformity, racialized for our personal
and gendered modes and political
call to action from
of authorship,
failings, for
one of our most
experiences of the
everything that is important
sacred, political
wrong with the
contemporary
activism, and
world, which
thinkers.
generosity in critical
becomes their task Breathing Aesthetics
disagreement.
University of Chicago
(unrealizable, of
Advanced Elvis
Course PM Press course) to repair. Press
Object Lessons is a
A simple argument Moving
series of short,
guides this book: commandingly
beautifully designed
motherhood is the between pop
books about the
place in our culture cultural references hidden lives of
ordinary things.
where we lodge, or such as Roald
Dahl’s Matilda to Glitter reveals the
rather bury, the
complexity of an
reality of our own insights on
object often dismissed
motherhood in the as frivolous. Nicole
conflicts. By
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Seymour describes how Press
glitter's consumption A portrait equal
and status have shifted parts hope and
across centuries-from cruelty, this searing,
ancient cosmetic to
compelling book is
queer activist tool,
an enduring fan
environmental
favorite by
pollutant to
Philadelphia-based
biodegradable
accessory-along with poet CAConrad.
its composition, which Sea-Witch Duke
has variously included University Press
Eighteen new
insects, glass, rocks,
salt, sugar, plastic, and (Soma)tic exercises
cellulose. Through a that strive for human
variety of examples,
connection and
from glitterbombing to political action.
glitter beer, Seymour
shows how this
substance reflects the
entanglements of
consumerism,
emotion,
environmentalism, and
gender/sexual identity.
Object Lessons is
published in
partnership with an
essay series in The
Atlantic.

Do You Believe?
Duke University
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